
6 6 Modeling of the standard model backgrounds

The events in the single-lepton and two-lepton boxes are recorded using the electron and muon
razor trigger. The remaining two boxes, generically referred to as “hadronic” boxes, contain
events recorded using the hadronic razor trigger.

In the two-lepton boxes, the (MR, R2) distribution of events with at least one b-tagged jet is
studied. For the other boxes, the data are binned according to the b-tagged jet multiplicity: 1
b-tag, 2 b-tags, and �3 b-tags.

Table 1: Kinematic and multiplicity requirements defining the nine razor boxes. Boxes are listed
in order of event filling priority.

Box Lepton b-tag Kinematic Jet
Two-lepton boxes

MuEle �1 tight electron and

�1 b-tag �2 jets

�1 loose muon

MuMu �1 tight muon and (MR > 300 GeV and R2 > 0.15) and
�1 loose muon (MR > 350 GeV or R2 > 0.2)

EleEle �1 tight electron and
�1 loose electron

Single-lepton boxes
MuMultiJet 1 tight muon

�1 b-tag
�4 jetsEleMultiJet 1 tight electron (MR > 300 GeV and R2 > 0.15) and

MuJet 1 tight muon (MR > 350 GeV or R2 > 0.2) 2 or 3 jetsEleJet 1 tight electron
Hadronic boxes

MultiJet none �1 b-tag (MR > 400 GeV and R2 > 0.25) and �4 jets
�2 b-tagged jet none �2 b-tag (MR > 450 GeV or R2 > 0.3) 2 or 3 jets

A baseline kinematic requirement is applied to define the region in which we search for a signal:

• MR > 400 GeV and R2 > 0.25 for the hadronic boxes;
• MR > 300 GeV and R2 > 0.15 for the other boxes.

The tighter baseline selection for the hadronic boxes is a consequence of the tighter threshold
used for the hadronic razor trigger. The kinematic plane defined by the baseline selection is
divided into three regions (see Fig. 3):

• low MR sideband: 400 < MR < 550 GeV and R2 > 0.30 for the hadronic boxes;
300 < MR < 450 GeV and R2 > 0.20 for the other boxes;

• low R2 sideband: MR > 450 GeV and 0.25 < R2 < 0.30 for the hadronic boxes;
MR > 350 GeV and 0.15 < R2 < 0.20 for the other boxes;

• signal-sensitive region: MR > 550 GeV and R2 > 0.30 for the hadronic boxes; MR >
450 GeV and R2 > 0.20 for the other boxes.

The bottom left corner of the razor plane, not included in any of the three regions, is excluded
from the analysis. Given this selection, the multijet background from quantum chromodynam-
ics processes is reduced to a negligible level due to the fact that these processes typically peak
at R2 ⇡ 0 and fall exponentially for larger values of R2 [36, 37].
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Under the hypothesis of no contribution from new-physics processes, the event distribution in
the considered portion of the (MR, R2) plane can be described by the sum of the contributions


